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Help Spread the Word

Help Spread the Word
Feel free to use this template below to send emails to friends or posts to your favorite forums and
mailing lists about this project. Remember, the more who know and come to help, the better our
chances of success in achieving our goals.

Recruiting Template
Greetings fellow Slackware Linux users!
Recently, on Jeremy's LinuxQuestions.org, Niki Kovacs ( kikinovak) made a post suggesting the need
for a centrally located compendium of Slackware Linux documentation that could be compiled,
maintained, and archived for use by all. This posting mobilized the hardcore Slackware user
community at LQ.org to post suggestions and criticisms regarding this topic. Thanks to Mr. Eric
Hameleers (Alien Bob), a Slackware Linux Core Team member and Mr. Niki Kovacs, an IT professional
and creator of Microlinux, the dream of many a Slacker for the past 19 years has become a reality.
The Slackware Linux Documentation Project is born! The project has the blessing of Slackware's BDFL,
Patrick Volkerding. It is currently being designed and staﬀed and will go live very soon. It is using the
DocuWiki wiki software. This is a worldwide, multi-language (English as primary) community project.
Your help is needed. Please come join us in creating what we hope will be the largest single source of
Slackware Linux knowledge on the Net.
The wiki is in the process of being created and staﬀed at this time, but you can still register and begin
contributing. Also, your thoughts and input are welcome on the mailing list and the project's IRC
channel. Let's work together to make this happen!
Thank you,
Links:
the original thread at LinuxQuestions.org
the Alien Pastures (Alien Bob's blog) article
the Slackware Documentation Project wiki
the SlackDocs mailing list
IRC Channel = #slackdocs on freenode.net
The embedded links will not transfer when using simple Copy/Paste. You'll need to manually edit for
whatever application you are using; html, UBBcode, etc. A handy trick is to use the “export page as
text” feature to get the raw URLs.

Closing Comments
The life blood of a project such as this is the community. Without your support, we cannot succeed.
Please take the time to spread the word to your friends and colleagues. We are building this ediﬁce of
knowledge one brick at a time. The more hands we have laying bricks, the faster we build.
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Thank you.
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